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Chapter 2861: treasure sealing array 

The disciple who came to report was the eagle-eyed man! 

His shout instantly made everyone at the scene look displeased! 

The group of female disciples started to complain. 

“Chen Zhufeng? What random cat or dog? Never heard of it! You actually dare to disturb senior Brother 

Han’s zither playing for this insignificant ant?” 

“Are the disciples below idiots? You can’t even handle such a small matter? We only get to see senior 

Brother Han play the zither once every few months, and we’ve been disturbed just like that!” 

if senior Brother Han stops playing the zither, I’ll go and tear that ant named Chen Zhufeng apart! 

…… 

On the other side, the three main elders put down their teacups one after another, their faces showing a 

serious expression. 

“First elder, let’s go and take a look!” The third elder frowned and said in a deep voice. 

“It’s such a pity that I have the time to sit down, drink tea, and listen to the zither,” the second elder 

sighed. 

“No choice! It was Chen Zhufeng! We can’t underestimate him!” “Let’s go and take a look!” The great 

elder said. If it really doesn’t work, we’ll have to report to the main palace and let the core higher-ups 

come out!” 

“The three elders need not worry, just continue to enjoy the tea and listen to the zither!” The hundred-

clothed youth smiled indifferently, as if everything was under his control. 

“Zicheng! What’s the meaning of this?” 

 ” Chen Zhufeng is the leader of bei Xuan faction! the third elder said. the power of the beixuan 

dynasty’s Lord is not something that the disciples can handle! 

“Ha.” 

Han Zicheng laughed disdainfully, ” bei Xuan faction is just a small, unranked faction. It’s completely 

insignificant! The North Mystic Lord is even more of a joke!” 

“There are 1000 regions under Tian Yin’s banner, and 1000 respectable Kings! Which one of them 

doesn’t bow their heads and stick to our heavenly Yin Hall’s ears in respect?” 

Han Zicheng sneered and said, ” Chen Zhufeng is the only one here. How can he alarm the three in-

charge elders?! If this gets out, I’m afraid we’ll be laughed at by the world!” 
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this … when the three elders heard this, they were all startled and nodded one after another, thinking 

that han Zicheng’s words made sense. 

but Chen Zhufeng is dugu zang Xian’s fiancé! the second elder frowned after some thought. he has a 

deep hatred for our young master Qiu Heng! 

“Second elder is only half right!” 

Han Zicheng smiled and said, ” I’m good friends with young master Qiu Heng. I’ve heard about Chen 

Zhufeng from him! That’s right, young master Qiu Heng and Chen Zhufeng did have a huge feud! But the 

relationship between Chen Zhufeng and dugu zang Xian is fake!” 

“Fake?” “You mean Chen Zhufeng isn’t dugu zang Xian’s fiancé?” the second elder asked in surprise. 

“That’s right!” 

Han Zicheng nodded and said,”Chen Zhufeng was just used by dugu zang!” Therefore, you don’t have to 

worry, elders. Dugu zang Xian definitely didn’t give Chen Zhufeng any substantial benefits, nor did he 

give Chen Zhufeng any powerful trump cards!” 

The great elder frowned and said,”you’re right!” However, Chen Zhufeng had already taken over the fire 

cloud domain. It was impossible for him to not have his own powerful trump card! If we don’t show up, 

the disciples below will die!” 

of course Chen Zhufeng has a trump card! 

of course! han Zicheng sneered. as long as the three elders activate our green stone Peak’s treasure 

sealing formation and seal Chen Zhufeng’s storage spiritual treasure, no matter how powerful his trump 

card is, if he can’t use it, it’s as good as nothing! 

“Yeah!” 

 ” that’s right! the third elder’s eyes lit up. Chen Zhufeng’s cultivation level is extremely low. He has been 

relying on his powerful trump card and magical treasure all this time. As long as we seal his storage 

treasure, we’ll be able to pull out the claws and teeth of a Tiger! With his cultivation, even the lowest-

level disciples can crush him!” 

“What a good plan!” 

great! the second elder praised. this way, we don’t even need to show our faces and we can take care of 

Chen Zhufeng! We’ll show off our abilities and let the world know that dugu zang Xian has a useless 

fiancé. We’ll slap her in the face! Young lord Qiu Heng will definitely be very satisfied and will reward 

us!” 

“You two, don’t get carried away!” 

The great elder said in a deep voice,”such a good plan, but it’s all Zicheng’s credit!” We’re just basking in 

his light!” 



“Yes, yes, yes! This is all Zicheng’s credit!” The second and third elders nodded their heads, their faces 

full of flattery.”Zi Cheng and young lord Qiu Heng are on good terms. After the matter is done, don’t 

forget to put in a few good words for us!” 

the three elders are too polite. You all have taken good care of Zicheng. When Zicheng meets young lord 

Qiu Heng later, he will give all the credit to the three of you! Han Zicheng smiled suavely,”now, please 

continue to listen to the zither and taste the tea!”  

“Good, good, good! Let’s continue! Don’t let a mere ant ruin your mood!” The three elders were all 

grinning from ear to ear, as if everything had been a success. All they had to do now was to take down 

Chen Xiaobei and claim their reward! 

Han Zicheng gave the eagle-eyed man a look, and then continued to play the zither. 

That disciple understood tacitly and immediately ran to activate the Grand array! 

In the distance, the group of infatuated female disciples were all cheering and dancing with joy. They 

were extremely excited. 

“Senior Brother Han is so cool! With just a few words, he had decided the outcome of a great battle! It 

was really a strategic plan that could decide victory from thousands of miles away! He’s so handsome, 

isn’t he?” 

“Not only can we win this war, but we can also win it beautifully and perfectly! Killing Chen Zhufeng was 

the same as avenging young master Qiu Heng! Slapping dugu zang Xian in the face was equivalent to 

helping Qiu Heng vent his anger! Two birds with one stone! I can’t be picky!” 

“No wonder young lord Qiu Heng admires our senior Brother Han! He calls our senior Brother Han his 

brother! How could the Lord not like a genius like senior Brother Han?” 

“Alright! Lower your voices! there’s no more suspense about Chen Zhufeng. Let’s continue to enjoy 

senior Brother Han’s zither! Oh! It was too wonderful! I can’t take it anymore!” 

…… 

Halfway up the mountain. 

Chen Xiaobei and qing bao were flying forward on the somersault cloud! 

None of the surrounding four hundred or so green stone Peak disciples dared to step forward to stop 

him, only daring to tail him from not too far away! 

Since they did not attack, Chen Xiaobei could not be bothered to kill them either. Hence, the two sides 

had a temporary peace! 

Of course, this was only the calm before the storm! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Stop right there!” 

At this moment, the eagle-eyed man who had just gone to report the news rushed over and shouted 

coldly, ” “Chen Zhufeng! Your death is here!” 



“My death?” Chen Xiaobei stopped, turned around, and glared at the eagle-eyed man. 

Chen Xiaobei could not be bothered to kill them if they did not attack, but if they wanted to die, Chen 

Xiaobei would not mind helping them! 

“I’ll tell you the truth!” 

Eagle-eyed man sneered,”I’ve already activated the” treasure sealing formation “under orders!” From 

now on, you can’t open your storage treasure. No matter how many trump cards you have, you can’t 

use them! Your time of death has arrived!” 

“Ha.” “Where do you get your confidence from?” Chen Xiaobei laughed. You don’t know anything about 

my trump card!” 
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 “Heh, you brat, you’re about to die and you still dare to act tough!” 

The eagle-eyed man said disdainfully, ” your own cultivation base is like trash. Without your Dharma 

Treasure, what do you have to fight us with? ” I’m not bragging, but any of my junior brothers can crush 

you!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “No need to trouble yourself. Those who want to kill me, come at me 

together! I’m in a hurry, I don’t have time to deal with you ants!” 

“Numbing! You really won’t shed tears until you see the coffin!” 

The eagle-eyed man was very unhappy and waved his hand: “Junior Brother chaha! You go! Dig out 

Chen Zhufeng’s golden core and break his arms and legs!” 

“Ah?” The demonic bear named chaha was stunned. He swallowed his saliva and didn’t dare to make a 

move for a long time. He said awkwardly, ” senior brother … Don’t screw me over … This … This Chen 

Zhufeng is notorious. I’m not his match! 

“What are you afraid of?” 

The eagle-eyed man glared at him and said angrily, ” “This is senior martial Brother Han’s scheme! Even 

if you don’t trust me, don’t tell me you don’t trust Senior Brother Han?” 

“What? Was this senior Brother Han’s idea? If that’s the case, then I’m ready to fight!” Chaha’s 

expression changed, and the panic and fear he had earlier seemed to have been swept away. It was as if 

his entire body had been injected with a wave of power. 

The surrounding four hundred disciples also began to speak with confidence. 

“Since it’s senior martial Brother Han’s scheme, there’s definitely no problem! Listen to senior Brother 

Han, we definitely won’t suffer a loss!” 

“Well said! Senior Brother Han is a genius! His calculations had never been wrong! Since he has already 

killed Chen Zhufeng, then Chen Zhufeng will definitely die!” 
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“Chahai! You’re lucky! The chance to make a contribution had come! Listen to senior Brother Han and 

kill Chen Zhufeng. Then, you will be able to show your face in front of young master Qiu Heng, and there 

might even be a great reward waiting for you!” 

Everyone’s attitude changed. They were afraid of Chen Xiaobei and did not dare to block his way. Now, 

they were all alert and surrounded Chen Xiaobei again. 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but ask, ” “Who is that senior martial Brother Han? He didn’t even show his 

face, but he was able to restore the confidence and morale of so many people! He is a rare general!” 

In a battle between two armies, morale was the most important! 

Not only must the general lead the Army to kill the enemy, but he must also be able to give the soldiers 

confidence and courage at the critical moment to boost the morale of the entire Army! 

And han Zicheng obviously had this kind of ability! 

He didn’t show his face at all, nor did he explain anything to the crowd. However, as soon as the crowd 

heard that it was his scheme, they immediately had confidence and the courage to fight! 

In the words of those love-struck female disciples, this was called “deciding a victory from a thousand 

miles away” with a plan in hand! 

And the truth was right in front of their eyes! 

This group of soldiers who were originally filled with fear and had no fighting spirit instantly became a 

group of fierce and valiant soldiers with boiling fighting spirit! 

From this, it could be seen that if han Zicheng was placed on the battlefield, he would definitely be a 

first-class great general! 

It was impossible for Zhu qiuheng not to like such a person! It was impossible for Chen Xiaobei not to be 

curious! 

“They should be talking about han Zicheng!” 

Qing bao said in a low voice, ” this man is the young master of the Han family of Penglai. When he was 

young, he was famous in the ‘Penglai region’ for his outstanding intelligence. He was outstanding in all 

aspects, including poetry, music, chess, calligraphy, painting, military strategy, cultivation, and physique! 

in the past, my master even wanted to take han Zicheng as his personal disciple. However, the ‘Penglai 

region’ is a region under the jurisdiction of the heavenly Yin Hall, and the Han family is also on good 

terms with the Zhu family. Therefore, han Zicheng joined the headquarters of the heavenly Yin Hall! 

the Han family … Chen Xiaobei frowned.”At that time, Zhu qiuheng had a personal guard by his side, I 

think his name was han Zhanying!” 

“Right!” Qing bao nodded. han Zhanying is han Zicheng’s brother Tang. He’s also one of the best among 

the younger generation of the Han family. He’s outstanding in all aspects! 

“Interesting!” 



“Han Zhanying is excellent in all aspects, and he’s my elder brother!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. In the end, 

han Zicheng became the young master of the Han family! In this case, han Zicheng should be even more 

outstanding!” 

“Yup!” 

Qing bao nodded. han Zicheng is known as the number one genius of the Han family in hundreds of 

millions of years. When he reaches han Zhanying’s age, he will definitely be much more powerful than 

han Zhanying! he said. 

“This is even more interesting!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.”Even my Xian ‘er wants to take such a powerful genius as her personal 

disciple. Don’t tell me the Zhu family’s master doesn’t want to? Why would they let him cultivate at the 

outermost green stone Peak?” 

Qing bao said,”when we were on good terms with the Zhu family, I heard a friend mention that it was 

han Zicheng who insisted on staying at green stone Peak!” He said that his opportunity was at green 

stone Peak! He’s not willing to go anywhere else!” 

“Interesting, this is really interesting!” Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and quickly calculated in his 

mind. The more he thought about it, the more he felt that this han Zicheng was not a simple man! 

“Idiot!” At this moment, chahai rushed over, ” “I’m about to dig out your golden core and break your 

hands and feet. Do you still think it’s interesting?” 

“Young master Chen! The enemy is here!” Qing bao was flustered and reminded him, ” the early stage of 

the nascent soul realm is equal to your strongest combat power! He’s a formidable opponent!” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed as if he did not hear her, ” “How powerful is han Zicheng, how could he use such a 

stupid move?” 

Stupid move! 

The surrounding people all regarded han Zicheng’s scheme as a perfect strategy that could win every 

battle! 

But in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, han Zicheng’s plan this time was a stupid one! 

“Young master Chen! What are you talking about? The enemy is already here!” Qing Bao’s face was 

filled with anxiety. He was already channeling his ethereal force to help Chen Xiaobei fend off the 

enemy. 

“You don’t need to do anything!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and pulled qing bao behind him. 

Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force began to circulate, and he immediately used the primordial Witch King 

combat enhancement training manual, astral beast tactics, and four-phase killing formation to triple-

strengthen his ethereal force! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei used the five elements of the great Dao to make a full cycle of power! 

Triple-strengthening, five elements reincarnation! 



Chen Xiaobei’s late-stage golden core strength had been raised to the early-stage nascent soul strength, 

which was on par with chaha’s strength. 

“You’ve really hidden yourself well, kid! Is this how you defeated the disciples who were guarding the 

array?” 

hahahaha! chaha laughed excitedly, ” it’s a pity that even if you have the same combat strength as me, 

you’re still not my match! Senior Brother Han’s plan was indeed accurate! I will win this battle without a 

doubt! Hahaha …” 

“Whoosh …” 

Before his voice died away, chaha directly transformed back into his demonic beast form! 

It was a 30-meter long armored bear that was as majestic as a small mountain! 

Everyone knew that demonic beasts could crush humans of the same level! 

In an instant, chaha’s power had gained the absolute upper hand, and Chen Xiaobei was firmly 

suppressed! 

In everyone’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to use his magical treasures and trump cards in this 

battle. If he fought with his cultivation alone, he would definitely lose! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was defeated, it would mean that han Zicheng’s plan was correct! 

However, Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly and mumbled to himself, ” “This han Zicheng is really interesting! 

How could such a simple matter be miscalculated?” 
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Wrong? 

A stone that caused a thousand ripples! 

The surrounding four hundred disciples were all infuriated and began to shout and curse. 

“Senior Brother Han is a divine strategist, and whenever there’s a big matter, the in-charge elder will 

discuss it with senior Brother Han! Young master Qiu Heng trusted senior Brother Han and called him his 

brother! You dare to say that senior Brother Han is wrong? What an idiot!” 

senior martial Brother Han has calculated that this little trash relies on magic treasures for a living. Now 

that we’ve sealed his spatial ring, he won’t be able to take out any magic treasures. With senior martial 

brother chaha’s combat strength, he’ll definitely be able to crush and kill him easily! 

“Senior Brother Han can’t be wrong! This brat doesn’t know how powerful senior Brother Han is! He’ll 

immediately understand how stupid he was!” 
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Without a doubt, everyone present was very clear about han Zicheng’s ability. It could even be said that 

they all admired han Zicheng from the bottom of their hearts and supported him, absolutely not 

allowing others to say anything bad about him! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei dared to say that han Zicheng was wrong! Without a doubt, this had infuriated 

everyone present! 

Of course, Chahar, who had already transformed into the armored bear form, was no exception! 

“You little brat! You’re on the verge of death, yet you still dare to speak ill of senior Brother Han? This 

old man will definitely tear you apart and let you know the price of slandering senior Brother Han!” 

Chahai roared furiously and charged over at high speed. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The giant bear’s body had a steel-like carapace. Its true energy and demonic beast talent were enough 

to crush any human at the same level! 

A huge bear claw suddenly slammed down like a meteorite. It was as if it could shatter the earth with a 

single palm strike. It was extremely terrifying! 

“You’re an idiot!” 

hehe! Chen Xiaobei laughed. I’ve already told you that you know nothing about my trump card! 

Chen Xiaobei stood there proudly, not taking out any magical equipment. However, his face was full of 

confidence, not afraid of the terrifying Bear Paw that was pressing down on him! 

“That kid must have been scared silly! He was actually standing there in a daze! Senior brother chaha’s 

palm strike is enough to turn him into a pile of meat paste!” 

“Isn’t it? Even if his battle power can reach the early Yuanying stage, in front of the iron armored war 

bear’s brute force, he simply has no power to resist!” 

“I really can’t figure out why dugu zang Xian, the sacred Lord of the netherworld seal, would choose 

such a weak and mentally ill trash as his fiancé. In this case, all of us can be immortal dugu zang’s 

husbands!” 

“Doesn’t that mean that dugu zang Xian has become a public bus where anyone can marry him? Hahaha 

…” 

Seeing that Chen Xiaobei was not moving, the 400 disciples looked at him as if he was an idiot! While he 

was mocking Chen Xiaobei, he was also mocking dugu zang Xian! 

He was willing to marry anyone! Public bus! 

Such a phrase was extremely vicious! 

This wasn’t just a slap to dugu zang’s face! If word of this got out, the entire earth immortal world would 

laugh at immortal dugu zang! He would thoroughly humiliate dugu zang! He would even bring shame to 

the entire nine nether platform! 



“Detestable! How dare you insult my master! I want to kill all these people!” Qing bao had always been 

very timid, but at this moment, he was suddenly furious. He clenched his fists and gritted his teeth, as if 

he was going to kill even if he had to risk his life! 

As the saying goes, a Dragon has a reverse scale, and if you touch it, you must be killed! 

His master, immortal dugu zang, was clearly little qing Bao’s weak spot! 

Whoever dared to harm or speak ill of dugu zang, little qing bao would risk his life to fight them! 

“Little girl! You better stand there obediently!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly and said, ” “Xian ‘er has been humiliated. As her fiancé, I will naturally help 

her vent her anger! How could it be your turn as a disciple? If word gets out, people will think that I’m a 

useless man who lives off a woman!” 

“Aren’t you?” 

Chahai roared as he charged right in front of Chen Xiaobei, ” “You’re just a trash who lives off a woman! 

Immortal dugu zang was a public bus that anyone could take! You don’t need to argue. This palm of 

mine can prove everything!” 

“Young master Chen! Be careful!” no! qing bao screamed as chahai was too close to Chen Xiaobei. No 

matter how fast qing bao was, she could not save him in time! 

If Chen Xiaobei could not block it, he would die! 

“That’s right! This palm will prove everything!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and swung his palm. “Settle the universe!” 

Words of law! 

The witch Dragon bloodline was instantly activated, and the mutation of the witch Dragon IX could be 

activated! 

The first transformation, the final move! 

On Chen Xiaobei’s palm, there were purple-gold dragon scales, dragon claws, and dragon spikes! 

“BOOM!” 

In the next moment, chaha’s giant bear claw slammed into Chen Xiaobei’s purple-gold dragon Claw! 

By right, Chen Xiaobei’s current physical strength was at the early stage of nascent soul, so chaha’s 

strength should be enough to crush Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength! 

However, the scene that appeared in the scene was completely beyond common sense! 

Chen Xiaobei stood still, his body not moving an inch. He used his palm to block chaha’s terrifying Bear 

Paw! 

“What’s the matter? What was going on? Senior brother chaha’s strength was clearly enough to crush 

that kid, but why wasn’t he even able to hurt a single hair on that kid?” 



“This is unbelievable! How did that kid’s left hand have purple-gold dragon scales? Could it be that the 

Dragon scales gave him an unimaginable defense?” 

“What kind of defense is that? It was simply too unreasonable! It’s too outrageous!” 

…… 

That’s right, defensive power was the essence of the ability to decide the universe! 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength was not strong enough, the defensive power of the palm 

would be increased by three small realms after he used calming the cosmos! 

In other words, to break through the defense of Chen Xiaobei’s Dragon Claw, one would need to be at 

least at the peak of the original level! 

Chaha’s power was far from enough! 

“How is it? Didn’t I say that han Zicheng had miscalculated?” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and held the war Bear with one hand. It was effortless! 

“You little brat! Don’t be so smug! I haven’t lost yet! What right do you have to say that senior Brother 

Han has made a mistake?” Chaha was so angry that he almost used up all of his strength, ready to stage 

a comeback and fight Chen Xiaobei again. 

“Are you sure you didn’t lose?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone turned cold, ” “Shatter the mountains and rivers!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s right hand turned into a claw and swung out! 

At the same time, purple-gold dragon scales rapidly grew out. The Dragon claws and dragon spikes were 

no exception, covering his entire right arm! 

That’s right! This was the second transformation of the witch Dragon’s nine transformations, mountain 

river shatter! 

The core of the ability to decide the universe was defense! The core power of the river and mountain 

breaker was killing power! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s right claw flashed with a purple-gold light! 

With a single claw, mountains and rivers were shattered! 
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Swoosh … Swoosh … Swoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei’s claw slashed out, and five purple-gold shadows appeared! 

The extreme shadow was like a knife or sword, sharp and unparalleled, and no one dared to defy it! 
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As the five purple-gold extreme shadows flashed past, five glaring blood marks appeared on the 

armored bear’s body! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

In the next moment, the armored bear’s body actually slid down piece by piece like an avalanche! 

Its huge body was broken into five pieces just like that! 

That’s right! It was like a fish being cut into five pieces by a vegetable knife! In the blink of an eye, the 

giant bear was chopped into pieces! 

Moreover, the severed section of the corpse was as smooth as a mirror! 

It could be seen that the five purple-gold extreme shadows were countless times sharper than a 

vegetable knife! 

Calming the cosmos boosted the defensive power of three small realms, while shattering mountains and 

rivers boosted the destructive power of three small realms! 

The triple enhancement and the five elements reincarnation had brought Chen Xiaobei’s strength to the 

level of an early nascent soul cultivator! 

With the addition of the shattering mountains and rivers! Its destructive power directly soared! 

From this, it could be seen that the five purple-gold extreme shadows were not any divine weapons, but 

just purple-gold dragon claws with lethality at the peak of the Yuanying stage! 

The five claws were extremely fast. In the eyes of ordinary people, they naturally became five extreme 

shadows that were difficult to distinguish with the naked eye! 

At the same time, the power of the five dragon claws was also extremely strong. Naturally, they could 

instantly tear apart chahai’s protective true energy and tear his body into five pieces! 

Speed, strength, all aspects were crushed! 

With this attack, Chen Xiaobei had killed chaha in an instant. There was no doubt about it! 

“Help! Help … This kid is too terrifying … He … He’s not a human … He’s a demon …” 

Chaha’s nascent soul flew out from the corpse and desperately fled to the rear of the crowd. 

“Hiss …” 

Suddenly, a blood-red spiritual pattern appeared on Chen Xiaobei’s left palm! 

These blood-red spiritual runes were like an inescapable net, directly enveloping chaha’s nascent soul 

and pulling it into Chen Xiaobei’s palm! 

This was the chaos Blood sword’s original devouring ability! 

After devouring five broken mid-stage seven-star earth-god instruments, the chaos Blood Sword had 

successfully advanced to seven-star earth-god level! 



At this moment, the essence of a mere nascent soul obviously couldn’t bring much benefit! 

However, a skyscraper rises from the ground! 

A nascent soul was indeed not very useful! But a thousand! Ten thousand! 100 million! As he 

accumulated it bit by bit, a quantitative change would always lead to a qualitative change, which would 

improve the chaos Blood Sword! 

Furthermore, this was the enemy’s nascent soul! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not devour chaha’s nascent soul, he would definitely run back to the Zhu family and 

Shen Gongbao. In the future, he would only become Chen Xiaobei’s enemy! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei was so decisive! 

Not only would chaha die without an intact corpse, but he would also have his soul scattered, never to 

be reincarnated! 

BOOM! 

When they saw the scene before them, all the green stone Peak disciples present looked as if they had 

been struck by lightning, their faces filled with extreme shock! 

“Then what’s going on? How could chaha be killed so easily! Furthermore, you ended up in such a 

miserable and tragic state!” 

“This is too strange! That kid’s pair of purple-gold dragon claws had an awe-inspiring demonic aura, but 

he was not entirely a demon! He looked like a half-orc, but he wasn’t completely a half-orc! There’s 

even an ancient aura of a foreign race hidden within it!” 

“Freak! This kid was definitely a big monster! It was definitely an anomaly beyond common sense! Could 

it be that … Senior … Senior martial Brother Han really miscalculated this time?” 

The crowd was shocked by Chen Xiaobei’s ability to kill chaha in a second. Their hearts were beating 

fast, and their scalps were numb. Even the confidence and fighting spirit that they had just built up 

started to dissipate! 

Even qing bao was shocked. She exclaimed, ” “Young master Chen! How could you have the bloodline of 

the divine Dragon? I have the Azure Phoenix divine body! I can sense that your bloodline has already 

reached the God rank! It’s even more powerful than my divine body!” 

“We’ll talk about this later, now is not the time!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and looked at the enemies 

around him coldly. 

As Chen Xiaobei’s eyes swept across the crowd, gasps of shock could be heard! The crowd, who had 

been extremely arrogant just a moment ago, was now so terrified that they didn’t even dare to breathe! 

“All of you, get your spirits up!” 

However, at this moment, the eagle-eyed man shouted, ” “Victory and defeat are common in the 

military! It was just a small defeat! Look at how terrified you are! Don’t tell me that all of us are dead?” 



Everyone’s expression was slightly startled, but they managed to calm down a little, greatly reducing the 

shock and panic in their hearts! 

“When has senior Brother Han ever made a mistake in his plans?” 

The eagle-eyed man shouted,”although Chahar has lost, we still have over 400 men!” With everyone 

joining hands, could it be that we still can’t deal with that stinky brat?” 

As soon as he said that, everyone nodded in agreement! 

“Yeah! We were really frightened! This was a battle to the death, not a fair and just competition! We 

don’t need to fight him one-on-one! Let’s join forces and crush him!” 

“That’s right! Chen Zhufeng is our enemy! It’s also a bargaining chip for our contributions! As long as we 

can take down Chen Zhufeng, we will all be heavily rewarded! For the sake of wealth and glory, why care 

about the morality of the pugilistic world?” 

“You’re right! There was no need to fight one-on-one! Let’s all go together! Just kill him!” 

The 400 people finally came to their senses and were no longer in shock and panic! All of them were 

ready to kill Chen Xiaobei, and they closed in on him like a pack of hungry wolves! 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

These four hundred people all turned into demonic beasts and circulated their true Yuan to the extreme. 

With their demonic beast talents, their strength rose to another level! 

Under the leadership of a golden-clawed Eagle, more than 400 demonic beasts charged over! 

It was no exaggeration to say that this power was enough to kill three times the number of humans of 

the same level! One could only imagine how terrifying this was! 

“Young master Chen! You should quickly back off!” 

Qing Bao’s face darkened. although these 400 people are only the outer disciples of green stone Peak, 

and their cultivation is not too high, they are all experts from the middle and late stages of the Golden 

core to the middle and late stages of the nascent soul. If they join forces to kill you, young master Chen, 

you are no match for them! 

“Girl, you’re underestimating me!” if I can’t even take care of these rotten eggs, do I still have the right 

to be your Sifu’s man? ” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

this … qing bao was taken aback. Even though he thought that Chen Xiaobei was right, he could not 

imagine how Chen Xiaobei would be able to defeat the 400 people around him with his treasure sealed. 

Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and smiled. “I can exterminate these ants with half a sword!” 
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 “Half a sword? Where did you get the sword?” 
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Qing bao looked confused and said with great worry, ” “Your interspatial ring has already been sealed. 

Even if you have a heaven immortal artifact, you can’t take it out now! Let me make a move, or it’ll be 

too late!” 

“Who told you my sword was in the interspatial ring?” 

Chen Xiaobei opened his left palm and said, ” “I have a sword! The embryo became chaotic! Hide in the 

palm! Destroy the Three Realms!” 

“Clang” 

Before he could finish his sentence, Chen Xiaobei’s left palm suddenly burst out with a thick blood-red 

light that covered the sky! 

A blood-red sun rose from Chen Xiaobei’s palm and lit up the entire space! It caused the world to 

change color and the stars and moon to dim! 

In an instant, an ancient and terrifying aura enveloped them! It was as if the chaos had yet to open, and 

all living things had yet to be born. This blood-red sun was the master of everything, the creator that 

gave birth to the Three Realms! 

“Hiss …” 

The next moment, the blood-red light that shrouded the entire space quickly returned to Chen Xiaobei’s 

palm! 

It was as if the blood-colored light had condensed and sublimated, gradually forming a long shadow! 

The blood-red light retracted, and everything in the surroundings returned to their original colors. At the 

same time, the long shadow also revealed its true appearance! 

It was a blood-colored sword that was about three feet long! 

The body and the hilt of the sword were made of blood jade. There were countless blood-colored 

spiritual patterns on the body of the sword, sometimes like auspicious clouds, sometimes like flood 

Dragons. They were unpredictable and mysterious! 

“What … What a terrifying sword Qi …” 

Qing bao gasped, her little face full of fear. The sword Qi alone had shocked her! 

One could only imagine how terrifying that was! 

“That’s weird … How can that kid still use his magic treasure? Where did the blood come from? It’s so 

scary …” 

At the same time, the four hundred or so demonic beasts that were charging over at high speed also let 

out cries of fear. 

At this moment, everyone was within the “treasure sealing formation” of green stone Peak and could 

not take out their own magical treasures! 

The treasure sealing formation was meant to be used against Chen Xiaobei! 



However, Chen Xiaobei had taken out a terrifying blood-red long sword, while the 400 of them could not 

take out their magical items! 

a bunch of idiots. Don’t you think it’s too late to be afraid now? ” 

“Your treasure sealing formation didn’t work on me. Instead, it’s restricting your own abilities!” I said 

from the beginning that han Zicheng had made a stupid move. Now, you should believe me, right?” 

As soon as he said that, the 400 demonic beasts all felt as if they had been struck by lightning! 

“Could it be that … Senior martial Brother Han was really wrong? We’ve gone for wool and come home 

shorn … This … This is going to get us killed …” 

“How could this be? How could senior Brother Han, who had planned everything out, not kill Chen 

Zhufeng? That shouldn’t be the case! Senior Brother Han shouldn’t have made a mistake!” 

“Is this underestimating the enemy? How could such a low-level mistake happen to senior Brother Han! 

Senior Brother Han … You’re killing us …” 

All the demonic beasts knew that the blood-red sword in Chen Xiaobei’s hand was extremely powerful! 

If these demonic beasts could take out their own Dharma Treasures! 

With the combined strength of 400 men and 400 earth-god instruments, they might be able to fight 

Chen Xiaobei! 

But now, these 400 demonic beasts were all trapped in the “treasure sealing array” and couldn’t even 

take out half a magical treasure. What awaited them was obviously death! 

“Hiss!” 

As expected, Chen Xiaobei did not show any mercy. He swung the terrifying blood-red sword. 

A long cry that sounded like a Dragon’s Roar and a tiger’s roar burst out, and the blood-red sword light 

rose into the sky. Following Chen Xiaobei’s sword attack, it drew a beautiful blood-red arc! 

If one were to look down from the sky, the blood-red arc would look like a blood-red moon! The 

radiance was dazzling and intoxicating! 

However, under this gorgeous appearance, there was the most fatal sharpness! 

The blood-red arc swept across the 400-odd demonic beasts that were surrounding them. It was like a 

sickle cutting through straw, cutting the huge bodies of the 400-odd demonic beasts in half! 

The sword swept across, and no one was spared! 

The strong enemies were no longer there, only their dismembered bodies and nascent souls were left! 

The 400 demonic beasts could not even withstand a single blow from the blood-red sword! 

With just half a sword, the outcome was decided! 

“Hiss! Hiss! Hiss …” 



At the same time, Chen Xiaobei activated his devouring origin ability and absorbed all the nascent souls 

into the blood-red sword! 

Moreover, he would dig out the Golden cores from the bodies of those golden core realm demonic 

beasts and use his origin devouring special ability to take them all! 

As for the Golden cores of the nine disciples who were guarding the town, he also took them out and 

swallowed them! 

“My … My God …” 

When qing bao screamed in surprise, all the enemies at the scene had died without a complete body 

and their souls had scattered! 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then released his ethereal force and recalled all 466 storage bracelets! In addition to the 

nine just now, there were a total of 475! 

Childe … Childe Chen … Your sword is too powerful … 

Qing bao swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ” “Judging from the fluctuations of true core 

strength, this sword should be an early seven-star earth-god, but judging from the terrifying sword Qi, 

it’s infinitely close to the mid-seven-star earth-god Realm! If I’m not wrong, this longsword will definitely 

be invincible among those of the same level!” 

“That’s right! If it was a direct confrontation, this sword would definitely be invincible among its peers!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded confidently. 

There was no doubt that the chaos Blood Sword was a divine artifact embryo! It could even grow into a 

Saint artifact! 

There was no doubt that he was invincible in the earth immortal realm! 

“Childe Chen, I’m really more and more impressed by you!” 

Qing bao said with a face full of admiration,”I’ve always thought that han Zicheng was a perfect person!” 

Divine foresight and unparalleled wisdom! However, in front of Childe Chen, he, han Zicheng, could only 

fail! And it was a crushing defeat!” 

“This might not be the case!” 

no! Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” on the surface, it looks like han Zicheng did miscalculate my 

chaos Blood Sword, and that was why he made a stupid move! But if you think about it carefully, would 

han Zicheng really make such a stupid mistake?” 

“This …” 

Qing Bao’s expression was slightly startled, and she said,”young master Chen, do you mean that han 

Zicheng deliberately miscalculated?” He killed more than four hundred fellow disciples, this … What 

good does this do to han Zicheng?” 



“I’m temporarily not sure what han Zicheng is thinking!” but I’m sure that if han Zicheng was that stupid, 

he would not have the perfect reputation he has today! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“I agree!” 

Qing bao nodded and said, ” even I wouldn’t make such a low-level mistake. Han Zicheng definitely 

wouldn’t! He must have another plan in mind!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. I don’t care what han Zicheng is up to. Let’s get out of this treasure sealing 

formation. I’ll play with him no matter what he wants to do! 
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2866 The main hall of heavenly Yin 

The eight thousand Peaks of the sky Moon Mountain range! 

In just a few short moments, Chen Xiaobei had almost massacred all of blue stone Peak! Although this 

was only the outermost mountain peak of the headquarters of the heavenly Yin Hall, it was enough to 

shock the entire earth-god Realm if this matter were to spread! 

For hundreds of millions of years, the top ten forces had stood proudly at the peak of the earth-god 

Realm! 

It had always been the top ten forces who bullied others. It was unprecedented for outsiders to kill the 

top ten forces! Chen Xiaobei was definitely the first one! 

Leaving green stone Peak meant leaving the great treasure sealing formation. 

Chen Xiaobei kept the 475 storage bracelets. 

Then, he flew toward the center of the heavenly sound mountain with qing bao on the somersault 

cloud. 

However, there were still thousands of mountains and hundreds of thousands of disciples in the way. 

So, Chen Xiaobei controlled his speed. He did not rush into the mountains but moved forward carefully 

to avoid getting killed! 

…… 

On the peak of green stone Peak. 

The three main elders and more than thirty female disciples all revealed an expression as if they had 

seen a ghost, their faces extremely ugly! 

“How could this be? Zicheng! You have to give us an explanation!” The third elder’s brows were tightly 

furrowed, and his face was deathly pale. 

“Zicheng! We’ve followed your plan and ended up in this situation!” “More than four hundred and 

seventy disciples of my green stone Peak have been slaughtered. From now on, our sub-courtyard will 

exist only in name!” The second elder wailed. 
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“I’m finished … I’m finished …” 

The great elder’s expression was even more twisted, and he was even more depressed than if he had 

eaten poop.”As the chief elder, I’ll be the first to be severely punished by the hall Master … Even if I 

don’t die, I’ll lose a layer of skin … Zicheng! Quickly think of a way to save this old man!” 

The group of female disciples looked like they had been F * cked.”Impossible! This was impossible! 

Senior Brother Han was the most perfect man! There was no way that senior Brother Han had made a 

mistake in his calculations! How could Chen Zhufeng defeat senior Brother Han? All of this was fake! We 

won’t believe it even if you beat us to death!” 

“I’m sorry!” 

Han Zicheng put the zither on his knees to one side, stood up unhurriedly, cupped his hands and bowed 

to the three old men, saying, ” “I miscalculated this time and lost to Chen Zhufeng! If the hall Master 

asks, the three of you can push all the blame onto me!” 

The three old men heaved a sigh of relief when they heard that. With han Zicheng as a scapegoat, the 

three of them would be safe. 

The female disciples ‘faces were ashen. They would never have thought that the perfect man in their 

hearts would admit defeat to Chen Xiaobei! 

This result was like an invisible slap to their faces! 

“What should we do now?” 

Zicheng! the first elder said in a deep voice, ” although you’re brave enough to take responsibility, Chen 

Zhufeng has already left the treasure sealing formation. He must have prepared a powerful trump card! 

“Yup!” 

 ” no! the second elder quickly said, ” Chen Zhufeng is already heading towards the core of the mountain 

range. If we don’t think of a way to deal with him, I’m afraid the consequences will be even worse! 

Zicheng! Quickly tell me, what should we do?” 

The third elder nodded like a chicken pecking at rice, looking at han Zicheng with eager eyes, waiting for 

his brilliant plan! 

“I’ve cultivated at green stone Peak for many years, and the three of you can be considered half my 

teachers. You can just wait here!” Han Zicheng put away his zither and said indifferently, ” “I’ll naturally 

handle the following matters!” 

“Good, good, good! We’re not Chen Zhufeng’s match anyway! I won’t add to your troubles!” The three 

elders nodded repeatedly and obeyed han Zicheng’s words. 

“Whoosh …” 

Han Zicheng waved his sleeve, and the White clothes on his body turned into countless white feathers! 

A pair of long arms turned into wings! Its body transformed into a snow-white spiritual crane! 

The white-robed young man transformed into a crane and flew away! 



Only the three old men and the thirty-year-old girl were left standing there, stunned. They looked at his 

back with admiration in their hearts! 

…… 

Heavenly Yin Hall! 

It was located on the highest central main peak of the heavenly sound mountain range! 

The palace was huge, but the decorations and designs were extremely detailed! Red walls, green tiles, 

Vermilion railings, it was like a beautiful red Lotus in full bloom between the clouds! It was majestic, 

luxurious, and magnificent! 

This Palace was even bigger and more beautiful than the Imperial City. It was the residence of the entire 

Zhu family of Tian Yin. It was also the place where the three thousand core disciples of Tian Yin Hall 

cultivated. It was also the place where one of the peak forces had a strong foundation! 

Normally, even if the eight thousand branch school’s elders came, they would need to go through layers 

of notification and get permission before they could enter! 

However, at this moment, a snow-white spiritual crane flew past the heavily guarded palace gate and 

headed straight for the inner palace without any notice! 

It was obvious that this White Crane was han Zicheng! 

There was no need to report, he could directly enter the inner hall! 

This was the convenience that han Zicheng had obtained in exchange for befriending Zhu qiuheng, the 

Zhu family’s young master. It was also the favor that the Zhu family had given han Zicheng in order to 

win him over! 

Han Zicheng had been on the mountain for seven years, but he had always stayed on blue stone Peak, 

unwilling to become a core disciple! 

If it was anyone else, they would have been heavily reprimanded or even expelled from the Zhu family if 

they did not know how to appreciate favors! 

However, the Zhu family’s attitude towards han Zicheng was completely different! 

In the past seven years, the favor that the Zhu family had given han Zicheng far surpassed the vast 

majority of core disciples. Even some core elders could not compare to han Zicheng! 

One could imagine how outstanding han Zicheng’s talent was! 

Even the Zhu family, who stood proudly at the peak, wanted to subdue it completely! 

In the garden. 

Zhu qiuheng was currently hugging a demon, rolling on the grass, seeking pleasure. He was completely 

unaware of what was happening on green stone Peak! 

Of course, this was not strange at all! 



The green stone Peak was about twenty million miles away from the main peak of heavenly Yin. Han 

Zicheng didn’t let the three elders report the matter, so the main Peak’s main hall naturally didn’t know 

anything! 

“Young master!” 

Han Zicheng came over, landed on the ground with his back, and turned back into his human form, not 

looking at the indescribable scene between Zhu qiuheng and that demoness! 

“Brother Zicheng is here!” 

Zhu qiuheng’s expression froze. He immediately stopped his actions and laughed,”There are no 

outsiders here, so you don’t have to call me young master! Just wait for me for a few minutes, I’ll be 

done in a minute!” 

“Young master! I have something important to do! We can’t wait a second!” Han Zicheng’s tone was 

solemn and unquestionable. 

Zhu qiuheng’s eyes narrowed and a cold glint flashed in his eyes. However, his face remained 

dangerous.”Alright, alright, alright! Since you have a “if,” then I’ll stop and listen!” 

Very clearly, Zhu qiuheng was very displeased. He had to stop halfway through his work. What kind of 

logic was this in the world? 

Although Zhu qiuheng maintained a smile on his face, his heart was already burning with anger! 

If it wasn’t for han Zicheng’s talent, if it wasn’t for the fact that he would need han Zicheng in the future, 

Zhu qiuheng would probably have jumped up and killed him to vent his anger! 

After chasing away that demoness, han Zicheng tidied up his clothes and asked in a carefree manner, ” 

“What happened? You can’t even handle Zicheng?” 

Han Zicheng took a deep breath, and said almost word by word, ” “Chen Zhufeng is here!” 
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what??? ” 

Zhu qiuheng turned pale with fright. He felt a chill at his crotch and broke out in a cold sweat. 

“Chen Zhufeng is here? Is immortal dugu zang here as well? Is nine nether platform declaring war on 

us?” 

Zhu qiuheng trembled as he said,”Zicheng!” Are you out of your mind? You should be reporting such a 

big matter to the ancestor! What’s the use of telling me? How can I deal with immortal dugu zang by 

myself?” 

“Young master, don’t panic!” 

dugu zang Xian isn’t here, ” han Zicheng said indifferently. there’s only Chen Zhufeng and a little 

demonic girl. They’re nothing to be worried about! 
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“What? Immortal dugu zang didn’t come?” 

Hearing this, Zhu qiuheng wiped off his cold sweat, and his entire person became alert.”Did this Chen 

Zhufeng eat a bear’s heart and a leopard’s gall? How dare you come to the headquarters of heavenly Yin 

Hall without the protection of immortal dugu zang? What does he want to do?” 

I don’t know what he wants to do either … han Zicheng said, ” he started a massacre at my green stone 

Peak, and then he’s heading towards the main hall! 

“What? They’re heading towards the main palace?” Zhu qiuheng frowned,”is Chen Zhufeng crazy?” Even 

if dugu zang Xian had the universe dark seal, he wouldn’t dare to barge into my heavenly note Hall 

alone! This kid is committing suicide!” 

“Young master, you must not wait for him to come!” 

yes! han Zicheng said seriously, ” my green stone Peak has already been massacred. If we don’t stop 

Chen Zhufeng, he will definitely slaughter more sub-schools on his way to the main hall! If that happens, 

the disciples of the headquarters of my heavenly Yin Hall will suffer heavy losses, and we will become 

the laughingstock of the world!” 

“So, according to you, I should send someone to capture him?” Zhu qiuheng asked. 

“No! I’m not sending someone, young master, you’re going personally!” 

yes! han Zicheng said, ” previously, your plan at rainbow cloud Island was completely ruined by Chen 

Zhufeng. You lost all your face! This time, you can take down Chen Zhufeng with your own hands. He 

could even use Chen Zhufeng as a hostage to negotiate with dugu zang Xian, or even exchange 

hostages! In exchange for our imprisoned important elder!” 

“Use Chen Zhufeng as a hostage? Zicheng, you know that Chen Zhufeng is just a fake!” 

Zhu qiuheng said in a deep voice,”Chen Zhufeng is not dugu zang Xian’s fiancé!” Even if I killed him, 

immortal dugu zang wouldn’t even bat an eye! You’ll never exchange hostages with me!” 

Han Zicheng shook his head and said,”Chen Zhufeng is indeed a fake!” However, dugu zang Xian wants 

the world to believe that Chen Zhufeng is the real deal!” 

“Dugu zang Xian gave all the credit to Chen Zhufeng for the rainbow cloud Island! Chen Zhufeng has 

almost become a hero in jiuyou platform’s territory!” 

if immortal dugu zang doesn’t save Chen Zhufeng, how is she going to explain it to her people? ” 

Han Zicheng’s eyes were wise, as if he could see through everything.”Is she going to tell her subjects 

that you’ve all been deceived? There was no hero Chen Zhufeng! Only Chen Zhufeng, who has lost his 

value after being used?” 

“That makes sense!” 

Zhu qiuheng came to a sudden realization,”the existence of hegemony can never be without the support 

of the people’s will!” If dugu zang Xian didn’t save Chen Zhufeng, it would be equivalent to telling her 



people that she was a shameless villain who only knew how to make use of others and leave them to 

die! The People’s hearts and minds would abandon her! She will lose her Foundation!” 

“That’s right! Now that Chen Zhufeng is in our territory, it’s a great opportunity for you, young master!” 

Han Zicheng said, ” first, young master. You can take down Chen Zhufeng. That way, you can save your 

face. Secondly, there is a chance to save our elder! Third, if the palace Master knows about this, he will 

definitely reward the young master handsomely!” 

“Good! What a good plan! As expected of Zicheng! One arrow, three birds! It’s wonderful!” yes! Zhu 

qiuheng was overjoyed. pass down my order! No one is allowed to attack the mountain peaks that Chen 

Zhufeng passes by. We must wait for me to arrive and capture Chen Zhufeng alive! 

“There’s no time to waste, let’s go!” Han Zicheng said. 

“Wait!” 

Chen Zhufeng has many tricks up his sleeve. Since he dares to come, he must have made some 

preparations. Let me call Zhan Ying and we will go together! Zhu qiuheng said. 

When han Zicheng heard this, he frowned and tried to persuade him, saying, ” “Young master! This was 

an opportunity that couldn’t be missed! We don’t know what Chen Zhufeng’s goal is. What if he sneaks 

away when he sees that something’s not right?” 

“Someone, why are you so anxious? Could it be that you’re afraid that I’ll go with you and steal the 

merit?” At this moment, a young man with a cold face slowly walked over from the distance. 

The young man’s tone was cold and unfriendly! Their gazes towards han Zicheng were filled with 

hostility! 

young master is wise. It’s clear who has contributed. How can you just snatch it away as you wish? ” Han 

Zicheng’s tone was indifferent, without the slightest emotion. 

“Zhan Ying is here!” 

Zhu qiuheng grinned and said,”the two of you are clearly cousins. Why are you like fire and water the 

moment you meet?” This young lord will say this, today’s matter was planned by Zicheng first, and he 

should take the credit. Zhan Ying can not take the credit, he is only responsible for protecting this young 

lord!” 

That’s right! This person was Zhu qiuheng’s personal guard, han Zicheng’s cousin, an eight-star earth-

god Level demon, han Zhanying! 

This person was also from the Han family of Penglai, just like han Zicheng! 

However, han Zhanying was older than han Zicheng, and his cultivation level was higher than han 

Zicheng’s. However, the higher-ups of the Han family had unanimously decided to make han Zicheng the 

young master of the Han family! 

Because of this, han Zhanying and han Zicheng had become enemies! On the surface, the two of them 

were like fire and water, but in the dark, they were fighting! 



It wasn’t the first time that han Zhanying had plotted to kill han Zicheng! 

Rather than calling them cousins, it was better to call them sworn enemies! 

“Young master! I’m afraid it’s too early to say that han Zicheng is the main contributor!” 

Han Zhanying did not want to be outdone, so he said,”han Zicheng may not know what Chen Zhufeng’s 

goal is, but I do!” Besides, I already have an important bargaining chip in my hands to take down Chen 

Zhufeng!” 

When these words were said, Zhu qiuheng and han Zicheng were both startled, their faces revealing 

surprise. 

“What’s going on? Hurry up and tell me!” Zhu qiuheng impatiently asked. 

“It’s like this!” 

half a day ago, one of Chen Zhufeng’s subordinates subdued dozens of disciples from the heavenly Yin 

Hall in the dark abyss. We were planning to use high-level heavenly court dog food to control them, but 

these disciples have all eaten exalted immortal Shen’s dog food. They pretended to be controlled by the 

medicinal power, but in fact, they are calm! han Zhanying said. 

“Just as that person let his guard down, BA tu used a primordial spirit attack and severely injured that 

person’s nascent soul, then captured him! Chen Zhufeng is here to save her!” 

Han Zhanying said smugly,”and just now, BA tumeng had already handed him over to me!” Since Chen 

Zhufeng is here for this person, he will be our best bargaining chip!” 

“Good, good, good! Very, very good! The first merit! Zhan Ying, you’ll also be the main contributor!” 

I have Zhan yingzicheng’s help! Zhu qiuheng was overjoyed. Chen Zhufeng, even if you have wings, you 

won’t be able to fly out of my palm! 
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In the middle of the heavenly sound mountain range. 

“Young master Chen, it’s so strange …” 

Qing bao frowned slightly and said uneasily, ” we have already passed through more than three hundred 

mountain peaks. Those people from the sub-schools seem to not have seen us. They don’t even care 

about us. There isn’t even the slightest movement! 

“This is the calm before the storm!” 

“Han Zicheng must have already talked to the higher-ups of Tian Yin Hall and come up with a plan!” All 

the mountains we passed by did not move. It’s not that they don’t want to kill me, but the real killing 

move is already on the way!” 

“What … What should we do?” 
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Qing Bao’s little heart trembled, and she was extremely nervous. “According to what you’re saying, 

wouldn’t the Zhu family’s ancestor be going personally? Even if my master came alone, he wouldn’t be 

able to withstand all the high-level demons!” 

“Look at your cowardly appearance!” “What kind of person is the Zhu family’s ancestral patriarch?” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. How could he be so impatient? He would not come! However, with han Zicheng 

scheming behind the scenes, the people who will come are definitely not simple!” 

“If that’s the case, why are you still so calm?” “Aren’t you afraid of death at all?” qing bao asked in a 

panic. 

“Dead? Why should I die?” I have the destructive hou in my hands! Who can take my life? ” Chen 

Xiaobei laughed. 

“This is the sky Moon Mountain range!” Qing bao said nervously, ” the mountain-guarding formation is 

at the divine immortal level! It’s enough to withstand your heaven immortal artifact! The Zhu family’s 

patriarch still has a heaven immortal artifact in his hands, which is enough to annihilate you and me, 

leaving nothing behind!” 

“You little coward!” “Han Zicheng is good at scheming, but I’m good at it too!” Chen Xiaobei said. I’ll bet 

with you that the Zhu family won’t use their mountain-guarding formation, and they won’t use their 

heaven immortal artifacts!” 

“Why?” Qing bao asked in confusion. 

“Because I’m not only good at scheming, I’m also good at bluffing!” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows, and 

his lips curled into a devilish smile. 

dupe??? ” Qing bao was dumbfounded. what’s the use of bluffing when faced with a terrifying divine 

immortal-level formation and Dharma Treasure? ” 

“Won’t you know when you see it?” Chen Xiaobei’s evil smile grew wider, as if everything was under his 

control. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At this moment, a strong wind suddenly blew in all directions, and black clouds surged. The color of the 

world changed in an instant! 

“Shit! We … We’re surrounded!” Qing bao was shocked. 

Looking carefully, the black clouds in the surroundings were actually hundreds of thousands of flying 

demonic beasts! And that strong wind was just the air waves caused by their extreme speed! 

Boom Boom … Boom Boom … Boom Boom … 

At the same time, the Black Tide was rolling on the ground, and the mountains and fields were shaking! 

Similarly, there were hundreds of thousands of demonic beasts charging over from the ground. They 

could not fly, but their running speed was definitely not slower than the demonic beasts in the air! 

These demonic beasts were coming from all directions, and their numbers were still increasing! 



If there were no accidents, all the elders and disciples of the three thousand Peaks in the South of the 

mountain were rushing over here! 

The group of demonic beasts at the forefront were naturally the branch elder-in-charge with the highest 

cultivation, as well as the high-level disciples of the branch! 

The strength of these demonic beasts were all above the five-star earth immortal realm, and the 

strongest had even reached the peak of the seven-star earth immortal realm, which was the same level 

as e Huo Yuntian. If they were placed outside of the sky Yin mountain range, they would be able to 

become a respectable King of a region! 

And behind them were all three-star to five-star earth-god demonic beasts. Their numbers were huge, 

and their strength was definitely not to be underestimated! 

They had all transformed into their beast forms. If they were to fight head-on, they would be able to 

resist three times the number of human cultivators of the same level! 

“Hiss …” 

Qing bao gasped and couldn’t help but scream, ” “Out of the four million disciples of heavenly Yin hall, 

I’m afraid that no less than a million have come! There were also a large number of managing elders 

among them! This … This was simply an inescapable net! We won’t be able to escape even if we have 

wings!” 

“Heh, in my eyes, they’re just a bunch of ants!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly. 

“Chen Zhufeng! You sure have big words! Even immortal dugu zang wouldn’t dare to treat my one 

million disciples of heavenly Yin sect as ants!” 

At this moment, three human figures riding on swords rushed out of the black clouds! 

Zhu qiuheng was in the middle, han Zhanying was on the left, and han Zicheng was on the right! 

Very clearly, this inescapable net was set up by these three people single-handedly! He wanted to take 

Chen Xiaobei down with one hundred percent certainty! 

“Yo! I was wondering who it was. So it’s young master Qiu Heng!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and laughed, ” “How can you still have the face to come out and see 

people after we parted on rainbow cloud Island? Could it be that your face is thicker than this Sky Moon 

Mountain range?” 

you … Zhu qiuheng heard this and was so angry that he almost choked to death. 

On rainbow cloud Island, Zhu qiuheng had a divine instrument in his hand and had the advantage of 

time, place, and people. However, he was defeated by Chen Xiaobei’s words and had to run for his life! 

This matter had already become the biggest stain in Zhu qiuheng’s life. No matter when and where it 

was mentioned, it would make people laugh their teeth off! 

“Victory and defeat are common in the military!” 



At this moment, han Zhanying said in a deep voice,”although my young master lost one round, he was 

the one who had the last laugh!” although you won by luck, you will die today! Compared to my young 

master, you’re so weak!” 

“That’s right! The last laugh was the best laugh! Chen Zhufeng, you’ve just won a small game and you’re 

already so proud! It was just like the old saying! Acting cool is a moment of pleasure, but the whole 

family will be cremated!” 

Zhu qiuheng nodded his head repeatedly. I will capture you today. Tomorrow, I will give the order to kill 

you. Everyone related to you will be killed. I will vent the hatred in my heart! By then, no one will laugh 

at me anymore. They will only laugh at you for being a brainless pretentious prick! Hahaha …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned cold. He looked around and asked, ” “Do you all think the same way?” 

As soon as he said that, the millions of demonic beasts around were stunned for a moment before they 

burst into an uproar! 

“Nonsense! You little trash, you definitely won’t be able to escape from the palm of my young master 

today! Only death awaits you!” 

“After you die, we’ll search the entire earth-god Realm. Anyone related to you will die without a burial 

place! This is what you get for offending our young master!” 

“Die! Chen Zhufeng! You have no chance of turning the tables! Even if immortal dugu zang were to 

come, he wouldn’t be able to save you!” 

Without a doubt, Zhu qiuheng had stepped out, han Zhanying and han Zicheng were assisting, and they 

were surrounded by a million demonic beasts! 

This was simply a dead end in a dead end! Everyone at the scene, including qing bao, was certain that 

Chen Xiaobei was dead! 

“Very good! Since you’re all evil people, it’ll save me the trouble of giving you another chance!” 

However, even in such a situation, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. Instead, he was filled with killing 

intent. “All of you, go to hell!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2869: unexpected change 

 “What? You’re telling us to all die? Hahahaha …” 

Hearing this, Zhu qiuheng was not afraid. Instead, he laughed,”Did you not use your brain before going 

out? Open your dog eyes and look clearly! All the elders and disciples of the three thousand Peaks in the 

South of the heavenly Yin Hall are here! Even immortal dugu zang wouldn’t dare to say that we should 

all die!” 

As soon as this was said, the surrounding people also laughed one after another, and the sound of 

ridicule rose and fell one after another! 
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“I’m afraid this kid has been scared silly by us! We have more than a million people here, and the lowest 

cultivation is at the Golden core stage, and the highest cultivation is at the peak of the seven-star earth-

god Realm, which is equivalent to a respectable King outside!” 

“Isn’t that so! And there was also the top three core disciple, han Zhanying! His cultivation base was 

even at the late-stage eight-star earth-god Realm! Outside, he’s equivalent to the Emperor of the 

hundred territories!” 

with so many of us joining hands, we can form a heaven immortal level battle formation. Even if dugu 

zang Xian comes with the universe dark seal, he won’t be able to gain any advantage! 

“You actually want us all to die? This is the stupidest joke I’ve ever made in my life! Hahaha …” 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei was already in a dead end! 

With such a large number of powerhouses, it was impossible to kill them all unless they were real 

heaven Immortals. They might even be killed by them! 

young master Chen, hurry … Hurry up and take it out … qing Bao’s face was pale, and her mouth was 

trembling. She couldn’t even speak clearly. 

Obviously, she wanted Chen Xiaobei to take out the [ destroyer ] as soon as possible! 

In such a hopeless situation, other than the heaven-destroying and earth-shattering banner, any other 

trump cards were meaningless! 

“Little girl, what do you want Chen Zhufeng to give you? Don’t tell me that immortal dugu zang gave the 

Dark Universe seal to Chen Zhufeng?” 

Zhu qiuheng grinned and said,”hehe!” From what I know, immortal dugu zang was using Chen Zhufeng 

from the beginning! Not only did he not give Chen Zhufeng the dark seal, he didn’t even give Chen 

Zhufeng a single trump card!” 

this … qing bao was stunned and felt that he had said something wrong. 

Chen Xiaobei had no intention of revealing his trump card, but qing Bao’s nervousness seemed to have 

exposed it! 

“The young master is wise! Chen Zhufeng is just a pawn of dugu zang Xian. After solving the crisis of 

rainbow cloud Island, he lost his value and is now an abandoned pawn!” 

Han Zhanying sneered,”dugu zang Xian would never care about his life!” In my opinion, this kid doesn’t 

even have an eight-star earth-god instrument, let alone the Dark Universe seal! I don’t even need to 

form a battle formation. I can cripple him with one finger!” 

As soon as he said that, there was another burst of unscrupulous ridicule and laughter. 

In the eyes of the millions of demons, Chen Xiaobei was already a fish on the chopping board, waiting to 

be slaughtered! Even without han Zhanying’s help, some of the elders and disciples with higher 

cultivation were already eager to take down Chen Xiaobei and claim their reward! 

“Senior brother Zhan Ying is right!” 



At this moment, han Zicheng uncharacteristically said calmly, ” Chen Zhufeng is already a fish in a net. As 

long as you make a move, you’ll be able to take him down! 

“Oh? Did the sun rise from the North? You, han Zicheng, actually agreed with my statement?” Han 

Zhanying’s eyes narrowed, and he looked at han Zicheng with a suspicious expression. 

“I really think you’re right!” Han Zicheng shrugged his shoulders and said indifferently, ” “If you don’t 

make a move, I’m going to make a move! With my ‘spring and autumn winding Liang’, I can easily take 

down Chen Zhufeng!” 

As he said this, han Zicheng took out the guqin that he had just placed on his knees to play! 

The name of this zither was spring and autumn coiling around the Liang! 

Not only was an early eight-star earth-god instrument powerful, but its music could also confuse 

people’s minds and even kill them with its sound waves! 

“Stop right there!” 

Han Zhanying’s expression froze for a moment. Afraid that his credit would be taken away, he 

immediately shouted, ” “I didn’t say I wouldn’t attack! It’s better not to stain your elegant and pure 

spring-autumn Liang with blood!” 

“Swish!” 

Before he could finish his sentence, han Zhanying had already dashed out! 

His cultivation had reached the late-stage eight-star earth immortal realm, which was the same level as 

Emperor Qilin mo Xiaoyao! 

At this realm, immortal cultivators did not need to rely on flying swords. They could cross the void and 

fly on their own! Its speed was far faster than flying swords of the same realm! 

Because of this, cultivators of this realm were also known as Daoist master Fei Tian! 

Seeing the scene before him, Zhu qiuheng smiled indifferently and said, ” Zicheng, don’t worry. Even if 

Zhan Ying takes down Chen Zhufeng, I will not forget your contribution! 

“Young master is fair! Reward and punishment are clear! Your subordinate is not worried at all!” Han 

Zicheng smiled indifferently. 

Inadvertently, han Zicheng had retreated more than ten meters on his sword! 

At this moment, everyone’s eyes were focused on han Zhanying. Naturally, no one noticed han Zicheng’s 

small action! 

And this subtle change also allowed han Zicheng to move to the side behind Zhu qiuheng! 

The distance was extremely close, and the angle was concealed! 

This position was the killer’s favorite position! 



Once han Zicheng launched a sneak attack, Zhu qiuheng wouldn’t be able to defend in time, let alone 

escape, and would definitely be defeated in one strike! 

Of course, this was just a hypothesis! 

Han Zicheng was deeply trusted by Zhu qiuheng, and was regarded as his right-hand man, and even 

called him brother! 

No one would believe that han Zicheng would sneak attack Zhu qiuheng from behind! 

However! 

At this very moment, han Zicheng actually intended to do this! 

Han Zicheng was really smart! 

Just now, when han Zicheng threatened to take Chen Xiaobei down, he used the spring and autumn 

beam, sent han Zhanying away, and then took half a step back! 

There was no flaw in the entire process! 

The eight-star earth-god instrument was in his hand, and the distance and angle of the sneak attack 

were just right! 

As long as han Zicheng activated the power of spring and autumn coiling Liang, he could instantly cripple 

Zhu qiuheng and turn him into a hostage! 

No one knew why han Zicheng would do this! 

However, at this moment, he was indeed ready to activate the power of spring and autumn winding 

around the Liang. He was also really planning to take down the young master of heavenly Yin Hall and 

form a great enmity with the peak power of heavenly Yin Hall! 

However, in the next moment, the situation on the battlefield made han Zicheng stop his sneak attack! 

His face was filled with shock! 

Han Zhanying was about 30 meters away from Chen Xiaobei, ready to fight! 

The surrounding million demonic beasts were all beaming with joy, gloating over his misfortune! 

Little qing Bao’s face had already turned pale with fright! 

But Chen Xiaobei did not do anything. He stood on the somersault cloud with his hands in his pockets 

and smiled cynically. “Han Zhanying, save your energy! You’re really too weak, you’re not worthy of me 

making a move! Go, call the Zhu family’s ancestor over! Watch how I’ll deal with him!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2870: admitting defeat on the spot 

 “What?” 

Chen Xiaobei was going to call the Zhu family’s ancestor over? He even wanted to deal with the Zhu 

family’s ancestor? 
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As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! 

“Too arrogant! This old man has lived for tens of thousands of years! I’ve seen too many arrogant 

people, but this is the first time I’ve seen someone this arrogant!” 

“Savage! He was extremely arrogant! This brat is completely disregarding our heavenly Yin Hall! He 

didn’t take his ancestor, who was a peak earth-god and had a heaven-immortal artifact, seriously at all!” 

“Crazy! This kid was a complete lunatic! There was no cure! There’s no cure …” 

The millions of great demons in the surroundings were all in an uproar! 

In their hearts, the Zhu family’s ancestor was a Supreme existence like a true immortal! He was the 

Supreme Leader of heavenly Yin Hall! He was the Supreme ruler of the 30000 main cities in the 1000 

regions! It was even a sacred belief that could not be blasphemed! 

Before this, no one in the heavenly realm had ever dared to speak such crazy words like Chen Xiaobei! 

Take care of the Zhu family’s patriarch! 

Perhaps only a true celestial immortal was qualified to say that! 

But Chen Xiaobei, a brat who was stuck in a dead end, had broken the taboo and said something that 

the whole world would not dare to say! 

He was extremely arrogant! He was extremely arrogant! 

This was no longer an act of ignorance, but a complete nothingness! Magic! Wu! Heavens! 

“Little bastard! I think you’re really tired of living! The old ancestor was a Supreme Being who stood high 

above the masses! Even if a Supreme martial artist of the same level were to come, the old ancestor 

might not necessarily take action!” 

Han Zhanying’s face was twisted like a ferocious Wolf. He gritted his teeth and said, ” “You’re just an ant 

and a piece of trash! You don’t even have the right to worship our ancestor! You still want to deal with 

the old ancestor? You’re simply out of your mind! No! Shit!” 

“Zhan Ying! No need to talk nonsense! Immediately cripple this brat!” 

Zhu qiuheng roared,”I will definitely let him know what a terrifying price he will have to pay for 

offending the ancestor of the Zhu family!” I’ll make him regret everything he’s done and said. He’ll even 

regret being born into this world!” 

At the same time, han Zicheng froze on the spot. He couldn’t sneak attack, and he couldn’t not sneak 

attack either! No matter how smart they were, they couldn’t figure out the situation in front of them! 

Crazy! Chen Zhufeng was a lunatic! What was he thinking at this point? 

Han Zicheng had a headache. Things didn’t have to be so complicated. 

As long as he used the spring and autumn beam to attack Zhu qiuheng, Chen Xiaobei would be able to 

escape in the chaos! 



However, Chen Xiaobei did not seem to be planning to run away. Instead, he seemed to be planning to 

make a big deal out of it! 

As far as the current situation was concerned, the situation was still under han Zicheng’s control! 

However, once the Zhu family’s ancestor was alerted, all of han Zicheng’s plans would fail completely! 

By then, there would be no chance for a sneak attack, and Chen Xiaobei and qing bao would be dead! 

Did Chen Xiaobei come to the heavenly sound mountain to commit suicide? 

If he did not commit suicide, Chen Xiaobei must have a deeper plan and a more terrifying move! 

Han Zicheng’s brows furrowed as he thought of this. He was very depressed. He was so smart, but he 

could not figure out Chen Xiaobei’s purpose! 

Chen Zhufeng! What do you want to do? Could it be that your schemes are deeper than mine? 

Ever since he was born, this was the first time han Zicheng doubted that his brain could not be 

compared to others! 

“Little bastard! Accept your death!” 

die! han Zhanying shouted and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Idiot! Do you really want to die?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was so strong that he did not panic. As he roared, he released all his might 

and crushed it towards han Zhanying! 

In terms of cultivation, Chen Xiaobei was far from han Zhanying! 

But in terms of state of mind, Chen Xiaobei had gone through countless life and death situations and 

fought against countless big shots. He was not even afraid of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind had become extremely strong! By a conservative estimate, he could at 

least reach the level of a peak earth immortal! 

“Hiss …” 

A distance of thirty meters was nothing to han Zhanying. But in that instant, he suddenly sucked in a 

breath of cold air! 

Not only did he stop his charge, but he was also forced to retreat a hundred meters away after half a 

second. He did not even dare to get close to Chen Xiaobei! 

phew … Phew … So scary … So scary … 

Han Zhanying was frozen a hundred meters away, his pupils contracting uncontrollably. His entire body 

was trembling, and cold sweat was pouring down like rain! 

In that instant, han Zhanying clearly felt a terrifying pressure that was enough to make one lose all hope. 

It was as if an ancient demon Emperor had descended into the world! 



Han Zhanying felt suffocated by the cold and overbearing aura. He even had the illusion of the demonic 

Emperor massacring his enemies endlessly. Mountains of corpses, seas of blood, and hell! 

It was as if the end of the world had arrived and all living beings were annihilated! His tiny self was 

turned into dust in an instant! 

“Zhan Ying! What’s wrong? What are you doing there?” Zhu qiuheng’s brows were tightly furrowed as 

he loudly asked. 

“Senior brother Zhan Ying! What’s going on with you? Are you really going to invite the ancestor?” The 

millions of demonic beasts in the surroundings were even more dumbfounded. 

what a terrifying and domineering aura! Out of the millions of people present, only han Zicheng could 

see the mystery. He felt even more depressed. Other than his mind, his mental state was far from Chen 

Xiaobei’s! 

“What domineering pressure?” Zhu qiuheng asked. 

Han Zicheng explained,”when a person’s state of mind is strong enough, a unique Qi field will be 

emitted from the inside out!” The aura of an ordinary expert could make people feel intimidated! The 

aura of a super expert could even scare people to death! This is the domineering might!” 

“What? You mean, that kid’s aura alone scared Zhan Ying out of his wits?” 

Zhu qiuheng’s eyes widened like a bull’s and he said in disbelief, ” “Zhan Ying is an Emperor-level expert! 

What big scenes had he not seen! How could he be so frightened by a little bastard? I don’t believe it! I 

won’t believe it even if you beat me to death!” 

As soon as he said that, the million demons present were so shocked that their scalps went numb. Their 

three views crumbled and they even began to doubt their lives! 

“Don’t worry, young master!” 

Han Zicheng said, ” han Zhanying was caught off guard at that moment. That’s why Chen Zhufeng’s 

pressure hit his heart directly. He was instantly shocked and frightened! When han Zhanying comes back 

to his senses and is mentally prepared, it won’t be like this!” 

that’s true … Zhu qiuheng nodded. anyone would be shocked if something jumped out of nowhere. If 

you’re mentally prepared, you won’t be afraid! 

Before Zhu qiuheng could finish his sentence, han Zhanying flew back, his head full of cold sweat. 

“Young master, you should go and invite the old ancestor over …” 

“What?” Zhu qiuheng almost fell off his flying sword,”Didn’t you say you weren’t afraid? You’re slapping 

my face on the spot!” 


